
be resolved on the basis of the opinion and practice of the majority
of member states .

But Canada also believes that a member once admitted to membership
should remain a member . We hold that it would be a dangerous pre-
cedent to recommend expulsion of a member state on the grounds of
violation of the principles of the Charter, unless this is the
consensus of the whole membership . To purge this organization of
unpopular members could lead to the withdrawal of support by others
and the paralysis of our activities . That is too high a price for
us to pay .

We also hear threats from time to time to suspend the right of
Israel to participate in the General Assembly . Canada would oppose
such action . To deprive members of their rights in the General
Assembly on grounds not justified by the Charter makes a mockery
of the Assembly . Our purpose is to debate the issues, not to
stifle them .

Institutional chang e

One implication of universality of membership must be a willing
acceptance of the obligations of membership, especially by those
states which play a major role in the organization . A responsible
measure of participation in UN activities, especially those volun-
tary programs that relieve suffering or help to maintain the peace,
is a sign of such willingness . As a matter of principle, Canada
will maintain its full and complete support for all UN organs of
which it is a member . We should regret any trend towards the boy-
cotting of UN institutions, or the unilateral reduction of asses-
sed contributions to UN agencies, even though certain of their
activities may be regarded by some states as harmful or irregular .

Nevertheless, we believe it is unwise to press resolutions to a
vote on issues that deeply divide the membership . Canada regrets,
for example, that the campaign against racial discrimination, on
which there is wide consensus, should be associated with Zionism,
about which there is profound disagreement . If this link is main-
tained, my Government will not participate in the conference to be
held in 1978 on racial discrimination .

The structure of our organization and the priorities it follows
from time to time must reflect change in the world situation and
in the membership . The shift over the years towards economic and
social priorities is, therefore, desirable and understandable. We
hope that some restructuring of the economic and social sector of
the UN will take place as a result . We see merit in proposals t o
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